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Abstract—Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
has been a remarkable shift from dedicated network
devices towards reusable Virtual Network Functions
(VNF). A network service is defined as a set of VNFs
connected via Virtual Links (VL), and it is realized by
assigning its elements to their corresponding substrate
network nodes and links. Efficient placement of the
network services is one of the most important chal-
lenges introduced by NFV. We propose a demonstra-
tion of the “Network Service Placer (NSPlacer)” tool,
as an implementation of several popular state-of-the-
art placement algorithms, to pave the way to study the
placement problem for the researches in this field of
interest. By being able to adjust various parameters,
related to the substrate network, the service and the
placement algorithm, our online tool provides near-
optimal and optimal results to serve as a comparison
with many placement solutions.

Index Terms—Network function virtualization, ser-
vice placement, online tool.

I. Introduction
Using cloud computing technologies in Network Func-

tion Virtualisation (NFV) to virtualize and orchestrate
network functions are inevitable in modern networks.
Placement is one of the most important steps in NFV,
which addresses the allocation of network resources re-
quired by the services, and it is proven to be NP-Hard
in terms of complexity [3].

In [7], we addressed the online placement problem, based
on Branch and Bound (BB), allowing to apply various
Artificial Intelligence (AI) search strategies (especially
A*). We demonstrated how to obtain near-optimal and
optimal results with a high degree of the scalability. BB
caught our attention since the large number of constraints
inherent to the placement problem can be beneficial on
BB (the more constraints we have, the more we can prune
the tree, leading to a faster search). The effectiveness of
our approach is confirmed by the exhaustive evaluations
made by our NSPlacer tool.

In this paper, we present NSPlacer (accessible online
on https://nsplacer.labs.b-com.com/), which we designed
and implemented to evaluate and compare several place-
ment algorithms, including our approach in [7].

Placement algorithms have been studied in the lit-
erature for several years. In online placement, we look

for a suitable placement (utilizing the minimum possi-
ble amount of resources) for a single service request as
soon as it arrives over a timeout. The studied placement
algorithms range from the ILP fomulations like [2] to
evolutionary algorithms like [4], and heuristic methods.
Using sophisticated AI and ML techniques like [5] have
been gaining attention only recently, but they seem highly
promising. Our work is classified in this category discov-
ering the potential of the AI search strategies.
Since placement is encountered in many related fields,

NSPlacer can facilitate the study of these fields of interest
for the research community. Allowing to adjust many
parameters, whether related to the substrate network,
the service specifications, or the placement algorithm, our
online tool provides near-optimal and optimal results to
serve as a comparison with many placement solutions.

II. Proposed Solution

To use our NSPlacer tool, it is worth to explain some
of the fundamentals and the general idea of our approach.
A Substrate Network (SN) is a physical network rep-

resented by a graph of the nodes and the links, with a
capacity of resources and the Quality of Service (QoS)
metrics. Similarly, a Service Graph (SG) is a graph of
Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) and Virtual Links
(VLs), requiring some resources with QoS considerations.
The placement problem deals with finding the mappings
from the VNFs and the VLs of a service into the network
nodes and the paths (the sequence of links), respectively.
BB is one of the most popular algorithm design

paradigms used for solving problems with exponential
complexity. BB allows to perform a complete search, while
avoiding progression on unfeasible branches by pruning the
tree (Fig. 1). We use the term state to refer to the nodes of
the search tree to better differentiate them from the nodes
of the network. On the search for a complete placement
of a service, we traverse the search tree, according to
an order which is determined by a search strategy. Our
ultimate goal is to investigate the influence of applying
various search strategies to maximize the number of placed
services. Accordingly, we propose several search strategies.
A* Bandwidth Optimized (ABO): A* is amongst the most
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Figure 1. A sample BnB search tree, placing a service with 3 VNFs
over a network with 4 nodes

execution time [5]. Using AI and Machine Learning (ML)
for the placement problem has been around for many year.
A considerable part of the works in this category, until
recently, has been related to heuristic methods that use
greedy search to find the placements. Despite of being
super-fast, they are not optimal, and the possibility of
getting stuck in local optimums is very high. Sophisticated
AI search mechanisms and new advancements in ML
techniques like [6] have been gaining attention recently,
but they seem highly promising. Our work is classified in
this category discovering the potential of the AI search
strategies.

III. Proposed Solution
To use our NSPlacer tool, it is worth to note some

introductions and the general idea of our approach.
A Substrate Network (SN) is a physical network repre-

sented by a directed graph including its nodes and links. A
network node has a capacity of resources (here, we consider
CPU and storage), and a link has a resource capacity,
as well as QoS metrics (here, bandwidth and latency).
Similarly, a service graph is a directed graph, composed of
a set of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), connected via
a set of Virtual Link (VL), which each VNF/VL requires
a subset of resources, accompanied with SLAs, reflecting
the QoS requirements. The placement problem deals with
finding the mappings from the VNFs and the VL of a
service into the network nodes and the network paths
(the sequence of network links, which is determined by
a routing algorithm), respectively.

BnB is one of the most popular paradigms of the
algorithm design used for solving combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems with exponential complexity, requiring to
explore all the possible solutions in the worst case. BnB
allows to perform a complete search over the feasible solu-
tion space and to avoid progressing in unfeasible branches
by pruning the tree (figure 1). We use the term state to
refer to the nodes of the search tree to better differentiate
them from the nodes of the network

On the search for a complete placement of a service over
the network, we traverse the search tree within a timeout,
according to an order which is determined by a search

strategy. When we expand a state, and generate its sub-
states, the next state to be expanded is chosen according
to a search strategy. Our ultimate goal is to investigate
the influence of applying various search strategies based
on the our objective of SA. Accordingly, we will propose
several search strategies.

1) A* Bandwidth Optimized (ABO): A* is amongst
the most popular AI informed search algorithms due to
its completeness, optimality, and optimal efficiency. A*
traverses the search tree according to f -costs, which is
calculated by sum of a cost function and a heuristic. f is
an estimation of the cost of an optimal solution from the
root to a target state, the heuristic function h estimates
the cost of an optimal solution from the current state
to a target state, and g is the real cost of the path
from the root to the current state. The optimality and
completeness of A* are proved if we choose an admissible
and consistent heuristic function [7]. ABO is one of our
search strategies. We use the A* algorithm to perform
a complete and optimal search by concentrating on the
bandwidth usage optimization. A heuristic that estimates
the cost of the placement can be defined as the cost of
placing each unplaced VL over a path containing exactly
a single network link. So, we consider the total amount
of required bandwidth by all of the unplaced VLs as the
heuristic, and cost represents the total amount of the
bandwidth used for all of the placed VLs. We can show
that our heuristic is admissible and consistent.

2) Fair A* Bandwidth Optimized (FABO): Along with
the optimality, increasing the chances of accepting the new
service requests is another important consideration that
should be taken into account. Network defragmentation is
one of the critical obstacles encountered during the place-
ment, reducing the chances of accepting the new services
requests exceptionally. FABO is another search strategy,
which is defined on top of the optimal ABO trying to avoid
network defragmentation by a fair distribution of the load
over the network links.

3) DBO: DFS Bandwidth Optimized (DBO) is our an-
other search strategy based on Depth-First Search (DFS)-
traversal along with the depth of the search tree in order to
quickly reach the terminal states (complete placements).

4) BF and Enhanced Best-Fit (EBF): Best-Fit (BF) is
one of the most well-known heuristic algorithms for service
placement. BF sorts the nodes and places the VNF over
the node containing the maximum amount of available
resources. To be able to revise the previously placed VNFs
in BF, we adapted the DBO to sort the generated sub-
states according to their amount of the available node
resources, instead of the used bandwidth, to obtain our
another search strategy called EBF.

5) Parallel: Parallel execution of the strategies allows
each strategy an equal opportunity within a timeout.
Parallel is another search strategy that does not define a
specific traversal, but it combines other strategies in order
to obtain the best results in terms of service acceptance.

Figure 1. A sample BB search tree, placing a service with 3 VNFs
over a network with 4 nodes

popular AI informed search algorithms due to its com-
pleteness, optimality, and efficiency [6]. ABO is one of
our search strategies based on A* algorithm to perform
a complete and optimal search by concentrating on the
bandwidth usage optimization. The proof of the optimality
of the ABO is presented in [7]. Fair A* Bandwidth
Optimized (FABO): Along with the optimality, increasing
the chances of accepting the new service requests by
avoiding network defragmentation is another important
consideration. FABO is our other search strategy, which
is defined on top of ABO trying to address this issue by
performing a fair distribution of the load over the network
links. DFS Bandwidth Optimized (DBO): DBO is our other
search strategy based on a Depth-First Search (DFS)-
traversal of the search tree in order to quickly reach a
near-optimal result. Best-Fit (BF) and Enhanced Best-
Fit (EBF): BF is one of the most well-known heuristic
for service placement. By adapting BF in our BB, we
could obtain our other search strategy called EBF, which
improves the results of BF remarkably. Parallel: Parallel
does not define a specific traversal, but it executes FABO,
ABO and DBO in parallel, and integrates them to obtain
the best results.

III. Execution and Parameters
The evaluations performed by our tool starts with ini-

tializing the entire nodes and links of the network with the
maximum available resources, then trying to place services
iteratively. At each iteration, a service is created according
to the specified input parameters. Next, it tries to place the
service over the network using a selected strategy within
the timeout. If the strategy succeeds to find a placement,
it is applied to the network by updating the remaining
resources, before starting a new iteration. Otherwise, it
terminates the evaluation and reports the results.

The input parameters are classified in 3 sections (Fig.
2). SN: Our tool allows users to upload and visualize
topologies from Zoo Topology dataset [1], or by creating
their own custom topologies (based on Zoo Topology XML
file format) (Fig. 3). SG: We propose different types of
service typologies, including Daisy Chain, Ring and Star.
The size specifies the number of VNFs in the SG. Each
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Figure 2. The input parameters
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Figure 3. Network selector, network representation, and results

VNF requires several units of resources from a network
node, specified by the CPU and the storage. Likewise,
bandwidth and latency are defined for VLs. Placer: In an
online placement, we place one service as soon as it arrives,
imposing a Timeout. The Termination parameter specifies
whether we should search for better placements until the
timeout is reached or terminate as soon as we find a place-
ment. The Approach represents two possible formulations
in BB . The Strategy chooses a search strategy, which the
placer follows.

The Results: At the end of the evaluation, the results are
reported (Fig. 3), including the number of placed services,
and the details of the performed placements.

IV. Conclusions and future work

We presented online NSPlacer tool, as an implementa-
tion of several placement algorithms, in order to facilitate
evaluations for research purposes. As a future direction,
we are interested in the edge networks, where the location
of the service depends on the location of the service
consumers.
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